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LIST OF SYMBOLS
bl' Cl = el components, member SAIaI,
A
" a2, b2, c2 = eI components, member SA2
= angle, rib plane to surface normal
81 = SAI midhinge orientation angle, deployed
82 = SA2 midhinge orientation angle, deployed
d = member outside diameter
dl' el' fl = e2 components, member SAI
d2' e2' f2 = e 2 components, member SA2
eI , e2 = reference unit vectors, deployed
A A
e_, e2' = reference unit vectors, packaged
= half angle, core rib members
h = hinge vector
H = truss depth
^ ^i, j, = unit orthogonal vectors
I = interrib member
P = structural node identifying term
P' = structural node, mirror impage of node P
Q = structural node identifying term
Q' = structural node, mirror image of node Q
R1 = core rib member 1
R2 = core rib member 2
SAI = surface diagonal member 1
SA2 = surface diagonal member 2
iv
LIST OF SYMBOLS (concluded).
SBI = surface chord member 1
SB2 = surface chord member 2
SRI = surface rib member 1
SR2 = surface rib member 2
t = member wall thickness
X, Y, Z = surface coordinates
NR, YR, ZR = rib coordinates
XK' YK' ZK = king coordinates
XQ, YQ, ZQ = queen coordinates
Subscripts
SAI, etc = (see symbol list)
ER = even right
EL = even left
OR = odd right
OL = odd left
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SECTION1
INTRODUCTION
The tetrahedraltruss is a class of structure which is based on the
tetrahedronunit; that is, membersare connected in an array of nodal points
which display a repeating pattern whereby nodes mark the vertices of a
triangularpyramid. The pyramid may be equilateralin all respectsor may be
of arbitrary depth, as is the case for the structure in Reference i. The
tetrahedron may be further generalized insofar as member lengths may be
changed so that the surface members are arrayed in nonequilateraltriangles.
In this study the surface members are arrayed in isoscelesright triangles;a
square pattern resultswith diagonal members stiffeningeach square. Further
generalizationhas been demonstratedpossible wherebymember lengthsare sized
to create a doubly curved surface. Reference 2 documents this structure,
which has a 50-m surface radius of curvature and packages in the manner
describedherein.
The purpose of this study was to determine an efficient packaging
methodologyfor this structureand to specify single-degree-of-freedomhinges
which allow this packaging. The method presented is for a nominally flat
surface but also applies for curved-surfacearrays. Attention is limited to
hinge position and orientationrequirementswhere members intersectat nodal
points. Hinge requirements at the knee joints, as well as cluster
modificationsfor curved surfaces,are specifiedin Reference2.
SECTION 2
GEOMETRICANALYSIS
The truss configuration to be packaged is shown in deployed form in
Figure i. The upper and lower surfaces are flat and consist of members
arranged in squareseach having a diagonal stiffeningmember. Connecting the
upper and lower surfaces are rib members and interrib members. The nodal
points thus consist of nine member intersections,except at the edge of the
truss. The rib members and interribmembers are all of the same length. The
orientationsof the folding diagonals and of the interrib members alternate
across each rib plane.
Packagingof the truss is accomplishedby allowing the members labeledSA
to fold inward (into the truss) as shown in Figure 2. This causes adjacent
ribs to shear and package next to each other as shown in Figure 3. This
motion makes all remainingsurfacemembers lie along the rib direction. The
next step is to fold these members outward (out of the truss) so that all
members ultimatelyare packagedagainst each other as shown in Figure 4. Note
that the fully packaged members lie parallel to the member marked "king" in
Figure i.
The immediateeffect of introducingking members is the eliminationof a
hinge at each node since each king member is unhinged, while the other eight
members at a node are hinged to it. There are two node types marked as P and
Q in Figure i. Each node in the structure is of the type P or Q or is a
mirror image of either.
In this tetrahedral truss configuration,there are two basic types of
member clusters, noted here as even and odd, and each is representedin two
mirror-imageforms.
i. Even, right-handed. Surface diagonals point toward right (x+),
interribmember down toward left
2. Even, left-handed. Surface digonals point toward left (x-), interrib
member down toward right (mirrorimage of Item i)
3. Odd, right-handed. Surface diagonals point toward right (x+),
interribmember down toward right
4. Odd, left-handed. Surface diagonalspoint toward left (x-), interrib
member down toward left (mirrorimage of Item 3)
Hinge positionsand directionsat nodal points are specifiedaccordingto
the followingcriteria:
o The assemblyis unstressedin the fully deployed, the rib packaged,or
the fully packaged condition. Some stress is acceptable in the
transitionsbetweenthese states.
o Where possible, deployed member centerlines pass through the nodal
point. Deviations from this to meet packaging requirements are
acceptableto a limit of i/I0 member diameter.
o Hinge pins pass throughmember centerlines. If this is not possible,
a lightly preloadedhard stop is provided to make member end bending
load constant. Preloading is accomplished by setting the hinge
geometry so that the hard stop makes contact slightly before full
deployment.
2.1 EVENRIG_f-_J_DEDCLUSTER
The cluster at node P is termed the even right-handedcluster. It is
shown in Figure 5 with relativemember lengths given in Table 1 for the case
of a flat truss in a coordinatespace consistentwith surfacegeometry. The
nine membersemanatingfrom the joint are labeledas follows: SAI and SA2 are
surface diagonal members, SBI and SB2 are surface chord members, SRI and SR2
are surfacerib members,R1 and R2 are core rib members, and I is the interrib
member. Note that the members are numbered according to proximity to the I
member. The truss depth is arbitrarilychosen as 5/4 times the surface rib
member length in order that the SA membershave sufficientpackageroom.
In order to determinepackagingrequirements,it is necessaryto perform
two rotations into king space. The first rotation is about the X axis,
placingthe Z axis in the rib plane, using the transformation
XR 1 0 0 l X
YR = 0 cos e sin el YZR 0 -sin e cos e Z
where
3
o taniI )otanl1'2R2 5/---4= 21.801 degrees
Figure 6 shows this view in rib space. A second rotation,about YR' aligns ZR
with the king member. This transformationis
xKi os0sinlixYK = 1 0 YRZK t-sin 7 0 cos ZR
where
3, = tan-1IX%) R = tan-i 0.52 1.346 = 20.375degrees
See Figure 7 for this view, in king space,of the even right-handedcluster.
Packaging of these members requires hinges with preczse placement and
direction. Figures 8, 9, and i0 show various views of the hinge in the
deployed and packaged configurationsof this cluster; several of the hinges
can be specified by inspection. Member R2 is the king member and is not
hinged. Members SBI and SB2 necessarilyhinge to SR2, and SRI, SR2, and R1
hinge on their respective lines of action with hinge pins parallel to YK-
Specificationof hinges for SAI, SA2, and SB2 must be made with consideration
of node Q, the odd left-handedcluster. Hinges for members I and SBI are
determinedas follows.
Rotation of coordinatesfrom rib space (Figure 6) through the angle -y
results in a view down member R1 which may be termed the queen member.
Figure ii shows this queen space view. It is required that the centerlinesof
members SBI and I pass through the nodal point when deployed, and for
efficient packaging, they may lie against members SR2 and R2, respectively,
with centerlines separated by member diameter d along the YQ axis. These
requirementsare satisfiedby directing the hinges parallel to member R1 and
placing them on the intersectionof the member edges. Such hinges are shown
in Figure 8.
2.2 ODD LEFT-HANDEDCLUSTER
The cluster at node Q shown in Figure 1 is termed the odd left-handed
cluster. It is shown in Figure 12 and differs from node P not only in
handedness but in placement of the interrib member. Figure 12 is to be
compared to Figure 5, being in surface space and configured for a flat truss.
. The nine members are named using the same system as with node P. The
coordinatesare rotated through angle _ to rib space, throughangle y to king
space, and -> to queen space, as before. These views are shown in Figures13,
14, and 15. Member lengthsare given in Table 2.
Direction and position of hinges are determined by packaging
requirements. Figures 16, 17, and 18 show various views of the hinge in the
deployed and packaged configurationsof this cluster. A major difference
between this odd cluster and the even cluster is in the motion of the I
member. The even I member rotates to, attaches to, and packages adjacent to
the king member. In contrast,the odd I member rotates to and attaches to the
queen member but rotates a second time to similarlypackage adjacent to the
king member.
As with the even cluster,members SBI and SB2 hinge to SR2, and SRI, SR2,
and R2 have hinge pins parallel to YK at positionsshown in Figure 16. Member
R1 is the king member and is not hinged. Member SB2, odd, is hinged in the
same manner as SBI, even. Hinges for I and SBI are determinedas follows.
In the deployed configuration,the centerlinesof the I and SBI members
pass through the nodal point. The I member is hinged to and packages against
member R2 in a manner such that it packages, after the rotation of R2,
adjacent to RI. The SBI member packages near SR2. These requirementsare
satisfied,with the qualificationthat the deployed I centerlinepasses within
1/10 member diameter of the nodal point, by directing the hinges parallel to
R1 and placing them on the I and SBI centerlines at a distance of a full
member diameteroff the rib plane. Such hinges are shown in Figure 16.
Hinges for members SAI and SA2 are specifiedby parametricstudy with the
correspondinghinges in the even cluster.
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2.3 SURFACEDIAGONALMI_IBERSAI AND SA2
Four separate hinge determinations are necessary to specify the end
hinges for the diagonal surface members. In Figure 19, members SAI and SA2
hinge about the even right-handedcluster P. It is seen that the motion of
SAI about that node affects not only the required hinge at P but also at Q;
similarly,the motion of SA2 about node P affects the hinges requiredfor that
member at nodes P and Q.
In Referencei, a generalequation is given for hinge determination:
= eI e x e2 e
A A
where h is the direction vector of the desired hinge, eI and e2 are unit
' and
vector directionsafter deployment i^n ^abody mounted on the hinge, and e1$
e2 are packaged orientations of eI and e2.
^
In most cases, it is advantageous to choose the member centerline as e1
and another hinge in the member as e2. In king space, as in Figure 20, all
packaged members are aligned with zK so that
A
eI
and all packagedmidhingesare orientedas
A A
e2
A
' for SAI and SA2 have two distinctThe deployed centerlineunit vectors e1
forms for each of the two cluster types. For SAI on the even right-handed
cluster,
A ^ A
eI = aI i + bI j + cI k
SAIER
and for SA2 on the even right-handedcluster,
A _ A A
elSA2ER = a2 i + b2 j + c2 k
For the truss configuration shown in Figure i, the above vectors are
obtained from Table 1 by normalizationof vectors SAI and SA2 in king space.
aI = -0.571438
bI = -0.656532
cI = 0.492366
a2 = -0.754298
b2 = 0.656532
c2 = 0
The deployed midhingeon SAI is normal to the member centerline,but can be at
any angle of rotation. Its unit vector is given by
e2SAIER = dI i + eI j + fl k
The deployedmidhingeon SA2 is similarlydefined.
e2 = d2 i + e2 j + f2 k
SA2ER
Thus, the surface diagonal hinges about the even right-handedcluster P
are given by
i j k
hSAIER = aI bI Cl+l
dl+l el fl (1)
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and
A A A
i j k
hSA2ER a2 b2 c2+i
d2+l e2 f2
On the other end of member SAI is node Q, an odd left-handedcluster,and
an identical cluster is at the end of SA2. The hinges required here are
differentfrom those at node P because the member centerlinesare exchangedin
notationand reversedin direction;that is,
A _ A A
eI = -e
SAIoL ISA2ER = -a2 i - b2 j - c2 k
and
/% ,% s% ,% ,%
e = -elSAIERISA2oL = -aI i - bI j - cI k
This change in notation is because of configuration (compareFigures 5 and
12).
The deployedmidhingeschange in notationonly:
,% ,% A ,% ,%
e2 = e2 = d2 i + e2 j + f2 k
SAIoL SA2ER
and
,% A ,% ,%
e2SA20L = e2SAIER = dI i + eI j + fl k
Thus, the surfacediagonalhinges about the odd left-handedcluster Q are
given by
i j k
hSAIo L = -a 2 -b 2 -c2+1
d2+l e2 f2 (2)
and
i j k
hSA20L = -aI -bI -Cl+l
dl+l el fl
Parametric analysis whereby the angles 81 and 82 of the deployed
midhinges (seeFigure 19) are allowed to vary, thus setting various values to
dl' el' fl and d2, e2, f2 indicatesthe followingsolutionwhich has certain
manufacturingadvantages and on subsequent modeling tests has shown to have
minimal deploymentstrain. At 81 = 41.04 degreesand 82 = 19.47 degrees,the
midhingevectors are given in king space by
dI = -0.356686
eI = 0.739040
fl = 0.571485
d2 = -0.431016
e2 = -0.495200
f = 0.7543222
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From Eqs. (i) and (2),directionsare
hSA1ER = 0.7543 i - 0.6565 j
hSA2ER = 0.6565 i + 0.7543 j
hSAIoL = -0.7986 i + 0.6019 k
hSA20L = -0.6640 i + 0.7477 k
Note that the hinges on the even hinge body are horizontal (no ZK
component)and on the odd hinge body are in the rib plane (noYK component).
The locationsof the SAI and SA2 hinges satisfy three criteria:
o The hinge pins pass throughthe member centerlines
o The packaged members are parallel to the king member, displaced in XK
and YK by one member diameter
o The extension of the deployed member centerline passes within i/i0
member diameterof the nodal point
2.4 SYMMETRIES
The hinge geometries thus obtained for nodes P and Q are valid for all
nodes in the upper surface. The configurationabout node P exists for each
node in the same rib, and the Q configurationexists at all nodes on the two
adjacent ribs. This pattern repeatssuch that alternatingribs are of type P
or Q in the upper surface.
The P configurationhas been termed the even right-handedcluster and Q
the odd left-handedcluster. This notation has been establishedin order to
specify the hinge geometry for the lower, as well as the upper, surface. The
lower surface configurationis such that it is composed of even left-handed
clusters and odd right-handedclusters which are shown as nodes P' and Q',
respectively,in Figure 19.
i0
2.5 APPLICATION
The hinges specified here are summarized in Table 3. Verificationof
these concepts requires assembly of a deployable structure made from parts
manufactured in accordance to these specifications. Such a model was
constructed in a configurationidentical to that shown in Figure 1 and is
shown in Figures21 through24. It is documentedin Reference2.
Figures 23 and 24 show two hinge assemblies as they appear in the
finished model. The photographsof the cluster shown in Figure 23 correspond
in all respects to the drawings in Figure 8 of the even right cluster. The
cluster shown in Figure 24 correspondsto Figure 16 of the odd left cluster.
These hinges were manufacturedby numericallycontrolledmilling methods using
6061-T6 aluminum alloy. The sketches shown in Figures 8, 9, and i0 serve as
assembly drawingsof the even right cluster, as well as indicatingpackaging
rotations. Figures16, 17, and 18 serve similarlyfor the odd left cluster.
The hinges were bonded to the graphite/epoxytubes using rapid-setting
epoxy with node-to-node distances controlled by accurate fixturing. The
member length (side of square) is nominally 0.85 meter (33.5 in.), and the
truss depth is i.i meter (43.3 in.). Graphite/epoxytubing with an outside
diameter of 14.0 mm (0.550inch) and a wall thicknessof 0.64 mm (0.025inch)
was used. Hinge materialwas aluminum alloy 6061-T6. In the model shown, the
fixturedmember lengthswere actuallyvaried slightly using analyticalmethods
described in Reference 2 to produce a doubly curved surface having a 50-m
(164-ft.)radiusof curvature.
ii
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TABLE i. RELATIVEM_4BER LENGTHS,EVEN RIGHT CLUSTER
SURFACE RIB KING QUEEN
SAI
-1.000000 -1.000000 -0.808135 -1.066738
-1.000000 -0.928477 -0.928477 -0.928477
0.000000 0.371391 0.696311 0.000000
SA2
-1.000000 -1.000000 -1.066738 -0.808135
1.000000 0.928477 0.928477 0.928477
0.800000 -0.371391 0.080000 -0.696311
SBI
0.000000 0.000000 0.129302 -0.129302
-l.0O0000 -0.928477 -0.928477 -0.928477
0.000000 0.371391 0.348155 0.348155
SB2
0.000000 0.000000 -0.129302 0.129302
1.000000 0.928477 0.928477 0.928477
0.000000 -0.371391 -0.348155 -0.348155
SRI
-1.000000 -1.000000 -0.937437 -0.937437
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.348155 -0.348155
SR2
1.000000 1.000000 0.937437 0.937437
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 -0.348155 0.348155
R1
-0.500000 -0.500000 -0.937437 0.000000
0.500000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
-1.250000 -1.346291 -1.087986 -1.436141
R2
0.500000 0.500000 0.0000O0 0.937437
0.500000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
-1.250000 -1.346291 -1.436141 -1.087986
I
-0.500000 -0.500000 -0.808135 -0.129302
-0.500000 -0.928477 -0.928477 -0.928477
-1.250000 -0.974901 -0.739830 -1.087985
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TABLE 2. RELATIVEMID4BERLENGTHS,ODD LEFT CLUSTER
SURFACE RIB KING QUEEN
SAI
1.000000 1.000000 1.066738 0.808135
-1.000000 -0.928477 -0.928477 -0.928477
0.000000 0.371391 0.000000 0.696311
SA2
1.000000 1.000000 0.808135 1.066738
1.000000 0.928477 0.928477 0.928477
0.000000 -0.371391 -0.696311 0.000000
SBI
0.000000 0.000000 0.129302 -0.129302
-1.000000 -0.928477 -0.928477 -0.928477
0.000000 0.371391 0.348155 0.348155
SB2
0.000000 0.000000 -0.129301 0.129302
1.000000 0.928477 0.928477 0.928477
0.000000 -0.371391 -0.348155 -0.348155
SRI
1.000000 1.000000 0.937437 0.937437
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 -0.348155 0.348155
SR2
-i.000000 -I.000000 -0.937437 -0.937437
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.348155 -0.348155
R1
0.500000 0.500000 0.000000 0.937437
0.500000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
-1.250000 -1.346291 -1.436141 -1.087986
R2
-0.500000 -0.500000 -0.937437 0.000000
0.500000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
-1.250000 -0.346291 -1.087986 -1.436141
1
0.500000 0.500000 0.129302 0.808135
-0.500000 -0.928477 -0.928477 -0.928477
-1.250000 -0.974901 -1.087985 -0.739830
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TABLE 3. HINGE SPECIFICATION(KingSpace, d = member diameter)
POSITION VECTOR
EVEN RIGHT X Y Z
SA1 -d -d * Parametricstudy
SA2 -d d 0 Parametricstudy
SBI * -d/2 * Parallelto queen
SB2 * d * Parallelto king
SRI -3/2 d 0 * Perpendicularto rib plane
SR2 -1/2 d 0 * Perpendicularto rib plane
R1 -d 0 * Perpendicularto rib plane
R2**
I * -d/2 * Parallel to queen
ODD LEFT
SAI d -d * Parametricstudy
SA2 d d * Parametricstudy
SBI * . -d * Parallelto king
SB2 * d/2 * Parallelto queen
SRI 3/2 d 0 * Perpendicularto rib plane
SR2 1/2 d 0 * Perpendicularto rib plane
RI**
R2 -d 0 * Perpendicularto rib plane
I * -d * Perpendicularto king
*Positionset to directdeployedmember centerlinetoward centerof action
(nodalpoint)
**Unhingedking member
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Figure i. Square-faceted tetrahedral truss. 052A
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Figure 2. Transition: SA members fold inward as
ribs shear. 053A
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Figure 3. Rib packaging: Adjacent ribs lie next
to each other. 054A
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Figure 4. complete packaging. 055A
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Figure 5. Even right cluster, surface space. 056A
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Figure 6. Even right cluster,rib space. 057A
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Figure 7. Even right cluster, k_ng space. 058A
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Figure 8. Hinges, even right cluster, deployed, king space. 059A
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SA2
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SBISAI
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Figure 9. Hinges,even right cluster,rib packaged. 060A
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Figure i0. Hinges, even right cluster, fully packaged. 061A
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SA2 SA2
R2 _I R2I
R1 R1
Figure ii. Even right cluster, queen space. 062A
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Figure 12. Odd left cluster, surface space. 063A
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Figure 13. Odd left°cluster, rib space. 064A
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SRI SB2
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Figure 14. Odd left-cluster, king space. 065A
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Figure 15. Odd left cluster, queen space. 066A
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SR2
(see Fig. 14) SI
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Figure 16. Hinges, odd left cluster, deployed, king space. 067A
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R2
R1 SAI
I
Figure 17. Hinges,odd left cluster,rib packaged. 068A
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Figure 18. Hinges, odd left cluster, fully packaged. 069A
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Figure 19. Determinationof SA hinges: deployed configuration. 070A
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Figure 20.' Determination of SA hinges: packaged configuration. 071A
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Figure 21. Sequentially deployable tetratruss. P024
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Figure 22. Tetrahedral truss relative size. P033(a-b)
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Figure 23. Photographs of even right cluster. P034 (a-b)
Figure 24. Photographs"of odd left cluster. P035(a-c)
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